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SVEN MS-2051 Speakers, 55W Bluetooth (black).
Discover exceptional sound quality and versatility in one - the SVEN MS-2051 speakers feature impressive acoustics that are perfect for a
variety  of  music.  Covering  a  wide  range  of  frequencies,  the  speakers  provide  realistic  and  detailed  reproduction  of  both  classic  and
contemporary songs. Thanks to the large-diaphragm 5.5-inch woofer, you'll experience rich and deep bass, while the dual-band satellites
reproduce even the most subtle midrange and treble details. The speakers also feature a stylish design that makes them fit into almost
any setting.
 
Listen freely - Bluetooth
Equipped with wooden enclosures, the SVEN MS-2051 speakers emphasize sound quality, creating the perfect environment for listening
to  your  favorite  tunes.  To  make  it  easy  to  use,  this  model  offers  multiple  connectivity  options.  Thanks  to  the  Bluetooth  module,
connecting  a  smartphone  or  tablet  becomes  quick  and  hassle-free.  This  is  perfect  for  lovers  storing  their  favorite  songs  on  mobile
devices. You can enjoy a solid connection over a distance of up to 10 meters.
 
More playback options
SVEN MS-2051 speakers  are  a  real  treasure trove of  options when it  comes to  a  variety  of  audio  sources.  In  addition to  the standard
Bluetooth  function,  these  speakers  also  allow  you  to  play  music  files  from  flash  drives  and  SD  cards.  This  is  perfect  for  those  with
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extensive music collections in various formats. In addition, the built-in FM radio allows you to listen to your favorite radio stations.
 
Convenient operation
Now you can enjoy not only excellent sound quality. SVEN speakers provide the user with intuitive and convenient operation. Equipped
with an LED display, they allow you to keep track of the current time and settings, further enhancing your use. There is a volume control
knob on the front panel,  but to make operation even easier,  this model is equipped with a remote control.  With it,  you can adjust the
volume, select the sound source and control various functions without having to approach the speakers.
 
Wall-mountable
SVEN MS-2051 speakers are designed for maximum comfort Dual-band satellites can be easily mounted on the wall. With this solution,
you can achieve optimal speaker placement in the space, resulting in an even better sound experience.
 
Set contents
Subwoofer - 1 pc.
Satellites - 2 pcs.
Remote control (RC) - 1 pc.
AAA type batteries - 2 pcs.
Audio cables - 2 pcs.
Signal cable - 1 pc.
Antenna cable - 1 pc.
Satellite wall mounting kit - 2 pcs.
Instruction manual - 1 item.
Warranty card - 1 item.
	Manufacturer
	SVEN
	Model
	MS-304
	Manufacturer code
	SV-015602
	Output power (RMS)
	40W (20W 2 × 10W)
	Subwoofer output power (RMS)
	20 W
	Output power of satellites (RMS)
	2 × 10 W
	Frequency range (subwoofer)
	40 - 150 Hz 
	Frequency range (satellites)
	150 - 20,000 Hz 
	Subwoofer speaker dimensions
	Ø 128 mm 
	Dimensions of satellite speakers
	Ø 77 mm 
	Power supply 
	~220/50
	Dimensions (W × H × D) (subwoofer)
	159 × 272 × 245 mm 
	Dimensions (W × H × D) (satellite speakers)
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	104 × 171 × 108 mm 
	Weight
	3.3 kg

Price:

€ 82.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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